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Christian Romance. Seven boys adopted from the foster care system by Alec and Maggie Donahue,

a loving Irish couple living in Breeze Point, Cape Cod. Now grown men, the brothers are making

their way in the world in their chosen professions, each hoping to find a love to last a lifetime. Faith.

Family. Honor. The ties that bind them together. And an abundance of love.The HeartbreakerWyatt

Donahue has always been a ladiesâ€™ man, even though his heart has never been touched by

love. Blonde and blue-eyed, Wyatt is a shortstop for a professional baseball team, The Bay State

Bombers. Sidelined by a knee injury, Wyatt is devastated when a car accident further damages his

baseball prospects. Wanting nothing more than to get back to his pro baseball career, Wyatt finds

himself sinking into a depression when his condition doesnâ€™t improve. When a stunning beauty

from his past offers him a lifeline, will Wyatt take it?Kaitlyn Oâ€™Malley is a beautiful, dedicated

physical therapist who experiences great joy in helping people recover from their injuries. Back in

high school she tutored Wyatt when he was the golden boy athlete and she was the quiet

bookworm. Although Wyatt still makes her heart flutter, Kaitlyn is determined to stay professional

and help her client get back on the baseball diamond. But one look into those big blue eyes might

send Kaitlyn right over the edge and into Wyattâ€™s loving arms.
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I knew going in I might be a little partial to this book because the heroine's name was borrowed from

my daughter, but this book exceeded any expectations I might have had. One of my favorite sayings

has always been that there are seasons in life - people are in your life for a season... they may

come back, they may not. This was a shining example of that saying. Wyatt and Kaitlyn were in and

out of each other's lives a couple of different times, but only when it was truly God's plan did it

matter. Wyatt was a perfect example of what happens when we die to our expectations and rely on

God's path for us and how good it can really be. Each book makes me sad because I know that it

means the series is coming to an end, but this entire collection will be one that I keep and read

again from beginning to end. Belle Calhoune has earned a fan for life in me!

Baby It's You is another classic Belle Calhoune Christian Romance in the Seven Brides for Seven

Brothers series. Ms Calhoune's writings take the reader from the heart wrenching lives of seven

young boys who have experienced evil from those who bore them, but who are brought into the

joyous reality of God's amazing grace through Maggie and Alec Donahue. I am so thankful for the

skillful and insightful writing of Ms Calhoune and both look forward to the seventh boy's story and

the dread of the series end. I heartily recommend the entire series, from the "prequel" detailing the

coming together of the amazing parent couple, through the story of each of the young boys into

adulthood, trusting that Mac's story will be just as compelling.

Well another brother Donahue, Wyatt is headed to the altar. One by one these men are meeting

their match in the love of a lifetime, a place where we all hope to be someday if we are truthful about

it. I repeat this is a very special couple Alec and Maggie Donahue who adopted these seven men

when they were young boys from doing different backgrounds. They are all grown and a close knit

family who depend and support each other and dearly love their parents. Blue now has become a

father himself. I am looking forward to the next story about Max.

Have really enjoyed reading about the Donahue family and looking forward to Mac's story. Have

really enjoyed Belle's stories and their happy endings. Although each person goes through their

trials, they stick together as a family and support one another. I enjoy how the characters seem so



life like and they keep me reading to see how things work out.

Wyatt Donahue was adopted by alec and Maggie. They have 7 boys all of them but two ate married.

Wyatt is a pro baseball player he is recouping from an accident which put him out for awhile his

brothers hire Kaitlyn for his physical therapy. She was his math tutor in high school. She still loves

him. Can he get past his past and find love.

Wyatt and Katilyn's story was well worth the wait. It takes the love of a strong woman to help you

face your demons and be there to help you when you are down. Patiently waiting for the last book in

this series.

This was a story about to beautiful but hurting souls in their own way being healed by the enduring

love for each other since high school that was nurtured and grown as they reconnected to each

other.

Okay, so I got this book with some kind of deal with Inspired Reads. It was a very cute story and the

opening scene ripped my heart out. I liked enough that I decided to go back and read the series. I

love large Irish family stories. Don't ask my why, I just do. I was also drawn to the idea of them all

being foster children. However, the one thing I am confused with now as I have started reading book

1 is that the hero plays for the Boston Red Sox in that book and although I could use my

imagination, he doesn't play for the Red Sox in this book. What she now allowed to use a real

team? Not sure, but since I like baseball it bugged me. I laughed at the first scene between them at

the front door, however, I think I would have dragged out the tension between them a bit longer.
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